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Salvation Lost Peter F. Hamilton 2020-06-30 All the best in humanity rises to
meet a powerful alien threat in the sequel to Salvation--part of an all-new
trilogy from "the owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction"

(Ken Follett). The comparative utopia of twenty-third-century Earth is about to
go dreadfully awry when a seemingly benign alien race is abruptly revealed to
be one of the worst threats humanity has ever faced. Driven by an intense
religious extremism, the Olyix are determined to bring everyone to their
version of God as they see it. But they may have met their match in humanity,
who are not about to go gently into that good night or spend the rest of their
days cowering in hiding. As human ingenuity and determination rise to the
challenge, collective humanity has only one goal--to wipe this apparently
undefeatable enemy from the face of creation. Even if it means playing a
ridiculously long game indeed. But in a chaotic universe, it is hard to plan for
every eventuality, and it is always darkest before the dawn.
Salvation Lost Peter F. Hamilton 2019-10-29 All the best in humanity rises to
meet a powerful alien threat in the sequel to Salvation—part of an all-new
trilogy from “the owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction”
(Ken Follett). The comparative utopia of twenty-third-century Earth is about to
go dreadfully awry when a seemingly benign alien race is abruptly revealed to
be one of the worst threats humanity has ever faced. Driven by an intense
religious extremism, the Olyix are determined to bring everyone to their

version of God as they see it. But they may have met their match in humanity,
who are not about to go gently into that good night or spend the rest of their
days cowering in hiding. As human ingenuity and determination rise to the
challenge, collective humanity has only one goal—to wipe this apparently
undefeatable enemy from the face of creation. Even if it means playing a
ridiculously long game indeed. But in a chaotic universe, it is hard to plan for
every eventuality, and it is always darkest before the dawn.
If at First . . . (Short Story) Peter F. Hamilton 2011-06-20 Peter F. Hamilton
has proven himself a modern master of epic space opera, carrying the tradition
of far-future empire building begun by Heinlein and Asimov into the new
millennium. But Hamilton is also a master of the short story, and when he
tackles one of science fiction’s most enduring themes—time travel—the result
is as provocative as it is entertaining. It starts in 2007 with a break-in. The
victim: Marcus Orthew, the financial and technological genius behind
Orthanics, the computer company whose radical products have delivered a
one-two punch to the industry, all but knocking PCs and Macs out of the ring.
The perpetrator: a man obsessed with Orthew. Just another simple case of
celebrity stalking—or so everyone assumes at first, including Metropolitan

Police Chief Detective David Lanson. But when Lanson interviews the suspect,
he makes a startling claim: Orthew is from the future. Or, rather, a future—a
parallel timeline. Thus begins the ride of a lifetime for Lanson, as his pursuit of
the facts tumbles him headlong down a rabbit hole—and the hunter finds
himself hunted.
Marsbound Joe Haldeman 2008-08-05 Young Carmen Dula and her family are
embarking on the adventure of a lifetime-they're going to Mars. But Carmen's
rebellious streak leads her to venture out into the bleak Mars landscape alone,
where she is saved by an angel. An angel with too many arms and legs, a
head that looks like a potato gone bad-and a message for the humans on
Mars: We were here first...
The Neutronium Alchemist Peter F. Hamilton 2009-09-29 The ancient menace
has finally escaped from Lalonde, shattering the Confederation's peaceful
existence. Those who succumbed to it have acquired godlike powers, but now
follow a far from divine gospel as they advance inexorably from world to world.
On planets and asteroids, individuals battle for survival against the strange
and brutal forces unleashed upon the universe. Governments teeter on the
brink of anarchy, the Confederation Navy is dangerously over-stretched, and a

dark messiah prepares to invoke his own version of the final Night. In such
desperate times the last thing the galaxy needs is a new and terrifyingly
powerful weapon. Yet Dr. Alkad Mzu is determined to retrieve the Alchemist -so she can complete her thirty-year-old vendetta to slay a star. Which means
Joshua Calvert has to find Dr Mzu and bring her back before the Alchemist
can be reactivated. But he's not alone in the chase, and there are people on
both sides who have their own ideas about how to use the ultimate doomsday
device. THE NEUTRONIUM ALCHEMIST is the second novel in the Night's
Dawn Trilogy, an extraordinary feat of storytelling on a truly epic scale.
The Saints of Salvation Peter F. Hamilton 2020-11-17 With refreshing
determination and hopeful grit, humanity activates a bold endgame against an
alien invasion in the finale of a series heralded as “a modern classic” (Stephen
Baxter) from “one of the finest writers the genre has produced” (Gareth L.
Powell). Humanity is struggling to hold out against a hostile takeover by an
alien race that claims to be on a religious mission to bring all sentient life to its
God at the End of Time. But while billions of cocooned humans fill the holds of
the Olyix’s deadly arkships, humankind is playing an even longer game than
the aliens may have anticipated. From an ultra-secret spy mission to one of

the grandest battles ever seen, no strategy is off the table. Will a plan millennia
in the making finally be enough to defeat this seemingly unstoppable enemy?
And what secrets are the Olyix truly hiding in their most zealously protected
stronghold? With his trademark optimism about humanity’s tenacity and
capacity for greatness, Peter F. Hamilton wraps up this brilliant saga with a
bang—and reminds us why freedom of choice is the most important freedom
there is.
The Neutronium Alchemist Peter F. Hamilton 1997 Science fiction-roman.
Empire of Gold Andy McDermott 2011 While working with Interpol
investigating smuggled artifacts, archaeologist Nina Wilde and her husband,
Eddie Chase, get close to the mythical city of El Dorado and may have to
sacrifice everything to solve the mystery of this legend.
The Abyss Beyond Dreams Peter F. Hamilton 2014-10-21 Bestselling science
fiction master Peter F. Hamilton delivers the first of a two-book saga set in his
popular Commonwealth universe. Distinguished by deft plotting, a teeming
cast of characters, dazzling scientific speculation, and imagination that brings
the truly alien to life, The Abyss Beyond Dreams reveals Hamilton as a
storyteller of astonishing ingenuity and power. The year is 3326. Nigel

Sheldon, one of the founders of the Commonwealth, receives a visit from the
Raiel—self-appointed guardians of the Void, the enigmatic construct at the
core of the galaxy that threatens the existence of all that lives. The Raiel
convince Nigel to participate in a desperate scheme to infiltrate the Void. Once
inside, Nigel discovers that humans are not the only life-forms to have been
sucked into the Void, where the laws of physics are subtly different and mental
powers indistinguishable from magic are commonplace. The humans trapped
there are afflicted by an alien species of biological mimics—the Fallers—that
are intelligent but merciless killers. Yet these same aliens may hold the key to
destroying the threat of the Void forever—if Nigel can uncover their secrets. As
the Fallers’ relentless attacks continue, and the fragile human society splinters
into civil war, Nigel must uncover the secrets of the Fallers—before he is killed
by the very people he has come to save. Praise for The Abyss Beyond
Dreams “The work of an author at the top of his game.”—Science Fiction and
Fantasy World “Incredibly robust and exciting and rousing, sharing flavors of
Jack Vance, John Wright, China Miéville, Orson Scott Card, and A. E. van
Vogt . . . Hamilton’s deployment of lots of grand super-science is utterly deft
and convincing.”—Locus “Solidy engrossing fare . . . The characters, always

Hamilton’s strength, remain as distinctive as ever.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Everything one wants in sf—great characters, mind bending stuff, adventure,
politics, romance, revolution . . . just superb.”—Fantasy Book Critic “Hamilton
does a particular kind of planetary politics and space opera very well, and this
is a perfect example of it. . . . [The Abyss Beyond Dreams is] a satisfying and
well-oiled story, with potential for more epic adventure to come.”—Booklist
The Naked God: Night's Dawn Trilogy 3 Peter F. Hamilton 1999-08-01 After
the multi-layered, multi-dramatic events described in The Reality Dysfunction
and The Neutronium Alchemist, here at last comes this awe-inspiring climax.
The Confederation is starting to collapse politically and economically, allowing
the 'possessed' to infiltrate more worlds. Quinn Dexter is loose on Earth,
destroying the giant arcologies one at a time. As Louise Kavanagh tries to
track him down, she manages to acquire some strange and powerful allies
whose goal doesn't quite match her own. The campaign to liberate
Mortonridge from the possessed degenerates into a horrendous land battle,
the kind which hasn't been seen by humankind for six hundred years; then
some of the protagonists escape in a very unexpected direction. Joshua
Calvert and Syrinx fly their starships on a mission to find the Sleeping God-

which an alien race believes holds the key to overthrowing the possessed.
The Temporal Void Peter F. Hamilton 2009 The Intersolar Commonwealth is in
turmoil and at the center of the controversy is Edeard, the Waterwalker, whose
crusade against corruption, injustice and violence in the face of temptation and
betrayal will test his extraordinary powers in the stunning sequel to The
Dreaming Void.
The Evolutionary Void (with bonus short story If At First...) Peter F. Hamilton
2010-08-24 BONUS: This edition contains Peter F. Hamilton's short story, If At
First... Exposed as the Second Dreamer, Araminta has become the target of a
galaxywide search by others equally determined to prevent—or facilitate—the
pilgrimage into the Void. An indestructible microuniverse, the Void may contain
paradise, but it is also a deadly threat. For the reality that exists inside its
boundaries demands energy drawn from planets, stars, galaxies—from
everything that lives. Meanwhile, the story of Edeard, the Waterwalker,
continues to unfold. With time running out, Inigo, the First Dreamer, must
decide whether to release Edeard’s dangerous final dream. And Araminta
must choose whether to run from her responsibilities or face them down, with
no guarantee of success or survival. But all these choices may be for naught if

the leader of a rival faction enters the Void. For it is not paradise she seeks
there, but dominion.
Salvation Peter F. Hamilton 2018-09-04 Humanity’s complex relationship with
technology spirals out of control in this first book of an all-new series from “the
owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction” (Ken Follett). “How
far ‘space opera’ has come! The Old Masters of sci-fi would admire the scope
and sweep of Salvation.”—The Wall Street Journal In the year 2204, humanity
is expanding into the wider galaxy in leaps and bounds. Cutting-edge
technology of linked jump gates has rendered most forms of
transportation—including starships—virtually obsolete. Every place on Earth,
every distant planet humankind has settled, is now merely a step away from
any other. All seems wonderful—until a crashed alien spaceship of unknown
origin is found on a newly located world eighty-nine light-years from Earth,
carrying a cargo as strange as it is horrifying. To assess the potential of the
threat, a high-powered team is dispatched to investigate. But one of them may
not be all they seem. . . . Bursting with tension and big ideas, Peter F.
Hamilton’s Salvation is the first book of an all-new series that highlights the
inventiveness of an author at the top of his game. Praise for Salvation “[A]

vast, intricate sci-fi showstopper . . . The journey grips just as hard as the
reveal.”—Daily Mail (U.K.) “Exciting, wildly imaginative and quite possibly
Hamilton’s best book to date.”—SFX “Dynamic, multifaceted characters,
strong mind-expanding concepts, and impressive flair for language [make
Salvation a] rare celestial event. . . . One of Britain’s bestselling sci-fi authors
has launched an addictive new book as the initial stage of what is sure to be
an intriguing new series called the Salvation Sequence.”—SyFyWire “Peter
Hamilton just keeps getting better and better with each book, more assured
and more craftsmanly adroit, and more inventive. [Salvation is] a bravura
performance from start to finish. . . . Hamilton is juggling chainsaws while
simultaneously doing needlepoint over a shark tank. It’s a virtuoso treat, and I
for one can hardly wait for Salvation Lost.”—Paul Di Filippo, Locus “Peter F.
Hamilton is known as one of the world’s greatest sci-fi writers for a reason. . . .
Salvation is well worth the effort and a great introduction to some good oldfashioned space opera.”—Fantasy Book Review
Fallen Dragon Peter F. Hamilton 2008-11-15 In the distant future, corporations
have become sustainable communities with their own militaries, and corporate
goals have essentially replaced political ideology. On a youthful, rebellious

impulse, Lawrence joined the military of a corporation that he now recognizes
to be ruthless and exploitative. His only hope for escape is to earn enough
money to buy his place in a better corporation. When his platoon is sent to a
distant colony to quell a local resistance effort, it seems like a stroke of
amazing fortune, and Lawrence plans to rob the colony of their fabled
gemstone, the Fallen Dragon, to get the money he needs. However, he soon
discovers that the Fallen Dragon is not a gemstone at all, but an alien life form
that the local colonists have been protecting since it crashed in their area.
Now, Lawrence has to decide if he will steal the alien to exploit the use of its
inherent biotechnical processes -- which far exceed anything humans are
capable of -- or if he will help the Resistance get the alien home.
Anatomy of Wonder Neil Barron 2004 Barron's classic work has been updated
and reorganized to reflect changes in the genre over the past decade, and
meet the needs and tastes of today's readers and those who work with them.
Renowned experts in the field have provided authoritative historical and
contemporary coverage of the best in science fiction. Users will find succinct,
critical discussions of more than 1,400 science fiction novels, story collections,
and anthologies, along with a comprehensive survey of the "secondary"

literature, chapters on teaching science fiction, titles appropriate for--or
appealing to--teens, a directory of libraries containing significant collections of
science fiction, and and award-winning titles and titles of literary merit. Author,
title, and theme indexes provide additional points of access. An essential tool
for collection development, research, and reference, this book also supports
readers' advisory work.
Pandora's Star Peter F. Hamilton 2004-03-02 “An imaginative and stunning
tale of the perfect future threatened . . . a book of epic proportions not unlike
Frank Herbert’s Dune or Isaac Asimov’s Foundation trilogy.”—SFRevu The
year is 2380. The Intersolar Commonwealth, a sphere of stars, contains more
than six hundred worlds interconnected by a web of transport “tunnels” known
as wormholes. At the farthest edge of the Commonwealth, astronomer Dudley
Bose observes the impossible: over one thousand light-years away, a star . . .
disappears. Since the location is too distant to reach by wormhole, the Second
Chance, a faster-than-light starship commanded by Wilson Kime, a five-timesrejuvenated ex-NASA pilot, is dispatched to learn what has occurred and
whether it represents a threat. Opposed to the mission are the Guardians of
Selfhood, led by Bradley Johansson. Shortly after the journey begins, Kime

wonders if the crew of the Second Chance has been infiltrated. But soon
enough he will have other worries. Halfway across the galaxy, something truly
incredible is waiting: a deadly discovery whose unleashing will threaten to
destroy the Commonwealth . . . and humanity itself. “Should be high on
everyone’s reading list . . . You won’t be able to put it down.”—Nancy Pearl,
NPR “Recommended . . . A large cast of characters, each with his own story,
brings depth and variety to this far-future saga.”—Library Journal
The Naked God Peter F. Hamilton 2009-02-11 The Naked God is the brilliant
climax to Peter F. Hamilton's awe-inspiring Night's Dawn Trilogy, a space
opera that is “big, boisterous, and has something for everyone” (Science
Fiction Weekly). As the Confederation begins to collapse politically and
economically, the “possessed” insidiously infiltrate more and more worlds.
Meanwhile, Quinn Dexter is loose on Earth, destroying the giant arcologies
one at a time. As Louise Kavanagh tries to track him down, she manages to
acquire some strange and powerful allies whose goals don’t quite match her
own. The campaign to liberate Mortonridge from the possessed degenerates
into a horrendous land battle, the kind which hasn't been seen by humankind
for six hundred years. And finally, Joshua Calvert and Syrinx race to fly their

starships on a mission to find the Sleeping God — which an alien race
believes holds the key to overthrowing the possessed. "Elements of space
opera, Straubesque horror and adrenaline-laced action make this a
demanding, rewarding read." —Publishers Weekly on The Reality Dysfunction
The Night’s Dawn Trilogy The Reality Dysfunction The Neutronium Alchemist
The Naked God
A Second Chance at Eden Peter F. Hamilton 2008-09-04 Sonnie's Edge
appears within this collection, featured as part of the Love, Death & Robots
series on Netflix. This is a brilliant collection of six short stories and a novella,
set in the same universe as Peter F. Hamilton’s Night’s Dawn trilogy. The
author presents us with a compelling mix of human dilemmas, imagined
technologies and extraordinary new cultures. Among others, this collection
includes Sonnie’s Edge – featuring contests to the death between constructed
monsters. But one has a special advantage . . . We also visit an abandoned
alien spacecraft in Escape Route. However, is it really as empty as it seems?
And in the title novella, A Second Chance at Eden, a habitat creator is
murdered. But nobody can identify the perpetrator – or the motive. This is a

must-have collection from a writer at the top of his game.
Great North Road Peter F. Hamilton 2013-01-01 NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY New York Times
bestselling author Peter F. Hamilton’s riveting new thriller combines the nailbiting suspense of a serial-killer investigation with clear-eyed scientific and
social extrapolation to create a future that seems not merely plausible but
inevitable. A century from now, thanks to a technology allowing instantaneous
travel across light-years, humanity has solved its energy shortages, cleaned
up the environment, and created far-flung colony worlds. The keys to this
empire belong to the powerful North family—composed of successive
generations of clones. Yet these clones are not identical. For one thing,
genetic errors have crept in with each generation. For another, the original
three clone “brothers” have gone their separate ways, and the branches of the
family are now friendly rivals more than allies. Or maybe not so friendly. At
least that’s what the murder of a North clone in the English city of Newcastle
suggests to Detective Sidney Hurst. Sid is a solid investigator who’d like
nothing better than to hand off this hot potato of a case. The way he figures it,
whether he solves the crime or not, he’ll make enough enemies to ruin his

career. Yet Sid’s case is about to take an unexpected turn: because the
circumstances of the murder bear an uncanny resemblance to a killing that
took place years ago on the planet St. Libra, where a North clone and his
entire household were slaughtered in cold blood. The convicted slayer, Angela
Tramelo, has always claimed her innocence. And now it seems she may have
been right. Because only the St. Libra killer could have committed the
Newcastle crime. Problem is, Angela also claims that the murderer was an
alien monster. Now Sid must navigate through a Byzantine minefield of
competing interests within the police department and the world’s political and
economic elite . . . all the while hunting down a brutal killer poised to strike
again. And on St. Libra, Angela, newly released from prison, joins a mission to
hunt down the elusive alien, only to learn that the line between hunter and
hunted is a thin one. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Peter F.
Hamilton’s The Abyss Beyond Dreams. Praise for Great North Road “A
mesmerizing page-turner.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A gripping
saga that blends wilderness survival, police procedural, political and social
intrigue, and dynastic sf into a mammoth tale featuring believable characters
and exceptionally skilled storytelling.”—Library Journal (starred review) “A

perfect introduction to [Hamilton’s] gifts for character design, dialogue, and
sheer, big-idea-driven storytelling.”—Booklist (starred review) “Compelling and
original . . . an awesome novel [with] plenty of action.”—SFRevu “One very
compelling and entertaining science fiction novel.”—SF Site “Simply brilliant . .
. an astonishing achievement.”—Tor.com
Snow Crash Neal Stephenson 2003-08-26 The “brilliantly realized” (The New
York Times Book Review) modern classic that coined the term
“metaverse”—one of Time’s 100 best English-language novels and “a
foundational text of the cyberpunk movement” (Wired) In reality, Hiro
Protagonist delivers pizza for Uncle Enzo’s CosoNostra Pizza Inc., but in the
Metaverse he’s a warrior prince. Plunging headlong into the enigma of a new
computer virus that’s striking down hackers everywhere, he races along the
neon-lit streets on a search-and-destroy mission for the shadowy virtual villain
threatening to bring about infocalypse. Snow Crash is a mind-altering romp
through a future America so bizarre, so outrageous . . . you’ll recognize it
immediately.
A Night Without Stars Peter F. Hamilton 2016 The planet Bienvenido is in
crisis. It has finally escaped the Void, emerging into regular space. But it's

millions of light-years from Commonwealth assistance, and humans are
battling the Fallers for control of their world. This rapacious adversary, evolved
to destroy all sentient life, has infiltrated every level of human society hijacking unwilling bodies so its citizens fear their leaders, friends and family. A
mysterious figure known as the Warrior Angel leads a desperate resistance.
She's helped by forbidden Commonwealth technology, which gives her a
crucial edge. But the government obstructs the Angel's efforts at every turn,
blinded by prejudice and technophobia. As Fallers also prepare to attack from
the skies, she might need to incite rebellion to fight this invasion. But the odds
seem impossible
Misspent Youth Peter F. Hamilton 2009-08-21 Set in the near-future, over
three hundred years before Pandora’s Star and Judas Unchained, Peter F.
Hamilton’s Misspent Youth is a gripping introduction to the world of the
Commonwealth Saga. Jeff Baker is granted the gift of eternal youth. However,
it’s not all it seems . . . It is 2040 and, after decades of research, we can finally
rejuvenate a human being. At seventy-eight years old, Jeff Baker – renowned
inventor and philanthropist – has given the world much of his creative genius.
He’s therefore selected as first choice for this gift. At first, rejuvenation feels

like a miracle, until the glow begins to fade. Personal relationships start to
break down and the world waits for more brilliant new work. Living the dream
will come at a cost, but can Jeff pay the price? ‘The owner of the most
powerful imagination in science fiction’ – Ken Follett ‘Hamilton handles
massive ideas with enviable ease’ – Guardian
The Nano Flower Peter F. Hamilton 1999-06-15 Telepathic investigator Greg
Mandel delves into the origins of a mysterious flower delivered to Julia Evans,
owner of Event Horizon, that possesses genes millions of years in advance of
terrestrial DNA. Reprint.
Occupied Earth Jasper T Scott 2020-03-15 FROM MILLION-COPY
BESTSELLER JASPER T. SCOTTThe Sequel to First Encounter.THE
FORERUNNERS LEFT EARTH IN SEARCH OF INTELLIGENT LIFE, AND
THEY FOUND IT.Captain Clayton Cross and his crew encountered the Kyra,
an advanced race of avian carnivores. They fled this first encounter, but the
Kyra beat them back to Earth by almost a century.Earth lost the war in just a
few weeks. Our cities burned, and billions died. After we surrendered, the Kyra
helped us to rebuild, but on their terms, confining us to city centers and
building high walls to keep us in.The Kyra indoctrinate our children and

encourage them to ascend through a virus that turns them into Chimeras.
These hybrids are sent to fight the Kyra's enemy, but only half of all
ascensions are successful. The failures become Dregs, left to wander the
Wastes as mindless predators.Determined to oppose the Kyra any way he
can, Clayton is working with the human resistance, and now they have a plan
that will either put an end to the occupation, or to us...
Starbound Joe Haldeman 2010-01-05 Carmen Dula and her husband spent
six years travelling to the distant home of the powerful race known as "The
Others," in the hopes of forging a truce. But by the time Carmen returns to
Earth, fifty years have passed-and the Earthlings have built a flotilla of
warships to defend Earth against The Others. But The Others have more
power than anyone could imagine-and they will brook no insolence from the
upstart human race.
Mindstar Rising Peter F. Hamilton 1997-05-15 A veteran of Gulf War II,
telepath Greg Mandel enters the high-tech world of computer crime, zerogravity smuggling, and artificial intelligence when an elusive saboteur
threatens a powerful organization and the very future of humankind. Reprint.
Revenger Alastair Reynolds 2016-09-20 Revenger is a rocket-fueled tale of

space pirates, buried treasure, and phantom weapons, of unspeakable
hazards and single-minded heroism. . . and of vengeance. . . Adrana and Fura
Ness are the newest crew members of the legendary Captain Rackamore's
ship, using their mysterious powers as Bone Readers to find clues about their
next score. But there might be more waiting for them in space than adventure
and fortune: the fabled and feared Bosa Sennen, in particular. The galaxy is
filled with treasures. . . if you have the courage to find them.
The Naked God Peter F. Hamilton 2000 Part I of the long-awaited finale to the
epic science fiction series that began with The Reality Dysfunction (a USA
Today bestseller) & The Neutronium Alchemist.
Salvation Peter F. Hamilton 2019-06-25 Humanity's complex relationship with
technology spirals out of control in this first book of an all-new series from "the
owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction" (Ken Follett). "How
far 'space opera' has come! The Old Masters of sci-fi would admire the scope
and sweep of Salvation."--The Wall Street Journal In the year 2204, humanity
is expanding into the wider galaxy in leaps and bounds. Cutting-edge
technology of linked jump gates has rendered most forms of transportation-including starships--virtually obsolete. Every place on Earth, every distant

planet humankind has settled, is now merely a step away from any other. All
seems wonderful--until a crashed alien spaceship of unknown origin is found
on a newly located world eighty-nine light-years from Earth, carrying a cargo
as strange as it is horrifying. To assess the potential of the threat, a highpowered team is dispatched to investigate. But one of them may not be all
they seem. . . . Bursting with tension and big ideas, Peter F. Hamilton's
Salvation is the first book of an all-new series that highlights the inventiveness
of an author at the top of his game. Praise for Salvation "[A] vast, intricate sci-fi
showstopper . . . The journey grips just as hard as the reveal."--Daily Mail
(U.K.) "Exciting, wildly imaginative and quite possibly Hamilton's best book to
date."--SFX "Dynamic, multifaceted characters, strong mind-expanding
concepts, and impressive flair for language [make Salvation a] rare celestial
event. . . . One of Britain's bestselling sci-fi authors has launched an addictive
new book as the initial stage of what is sure to be an intriguing new series
called the Salvation Sequence."--SyFyWire "Peter Hamilton just keeps getting
better and better with each book, more assured and more craftsmanly adroit,
and more inventive. [Salvation is] a bravura performance from start to finish. . .
. Hamilton is juggling chainsaws while simultaneously doing needlepoint over a

shark tank. It's a virtuoso treat, and I for one can hardly wait for Salvation
Lost."--Paul Di Filippo, Locus "Peter F. Hamilton is known as one of the world's
greatest sci-fi writers for a reason. . . . Salvation is well worth the effort and a
great introduction to some good old-fashioned space opera."--Fantasy Book
Review
The Reality Dysfunction Peter F. Hamilton 2008-10-08 Space is not the only
void... In AD 2600 the human race is finally beginning to realize its full
potential. Hundreds of colonized planets scattered across the galaxy host a
multitude of prosperous and wildly diverse cultures. Genetic engineering has
pushed evolution far beyond nature's boundaries, defeating disease and
producing extraordinary spaceborn creatures. Huge fleets of sentient trader
starships thrive on the wealth created by the industrialization of entire star
systems. And throughout inhabited space the Confederation Navy keeps the
peace. A true golden age is within our grasp. But now something has gone
catastrophically wrong. On a primitive colony planet a renegade criminal's
chance encounter with an utterly alien entity unleashes the most primal of all
our fears. An extinct race which inhabited the galaxy aeons ago called it "The
Reality Dysfunction." It is the nightmare which has prowled beside us since the

beginning of history. THE REALITY DYSFUNCTION is a modern classic of
science fiction, an extraordinary feat of storytelling on a truly epic scale.
Manhattan in Reverse Peter F. Hamilton 2011-10-01 A short story collection
from one of the world's bestselling science-fiction writers. A collection of short
stories from the master of space opera. Peter F. Hamilton takes us on a
journey from a murder mystery in an alternative Oxford in the 1800s to a brand
new story featuring Paula Mayo, Deputy Director of the Intersolar
Commonwealth's Serious Crimes Directorate. Dealing with intricate themes
and topical subjects, this top ten bestselling author is at the top of his game.
The Confederation Handbook Peter F. Hamilton 2002-03-01 The Night's Dawn
Trilogy is one of the most triumphant works of science fiction to appear in
decades. Swiftly gathering a worldwide readership, this masterwork of cosmic
imagination and storytelling brought to life an entire galaxy of diverse planets
and astonishing civilizations. At the core is the Confederation, an assembly of
human and alien colony worlds whose cultures, conflicts, and turmoil are
described over a Timeline of nearly 600 years. "The Confederation Handbook"
is Peter F. Hamilton's companion guide to the diverse elements in the massive
universe he created. Including a full list of characters and their roles and, of

course, details of the Timeline itself, this is a must-read for Hamilton's fans.
The Dreaming Void Peter F. Hamilton 2008-03-25 Reviewers exhaust
superlatives when it comes to the science fiction of Peter F. Hamilton. His
complex and engaging novels, which span thousands of years—and lightyears—are as intellectually stimulating as they are emotionally fulfilling. Now,
with The Dreaming Void, the first volume in a trilogy set in the same far-future
as his acclaimed Commonwealth saga, Hamilton has created his most
ambitious and gripping space epic yet. The year is 3589, fifteen hundred years
after Commonwealth forces barely staved off human extinction in a war
against the alien Prime. Now an even greater danger has surfaced: a threat to
the existence of the universe itself. At the very heart of the galaxy is the Void,
a self-contained microuniverse that cannot be breached, cannot be destroyed,
and cannot be stopped as it steadily expands in all directions, consuming
everything in its path: planets, stars, civilizations. The Void has existed for
untold millions of years. Even the oldest and most technologically advanced of
the galaxy’s sentient races, the Raiel, do not know its origin, its makers, or its
purpose. But then Inigo, an astrophysicist studying the Void, begins dreaming
of human beings who live within it. Inigo’s dreams reveal a world in which

thoughts become actions and dreams become reality. Inside the Void, Inigo
sees paradise. Thanks to the gaiafield, a neural entanglement wired into most
humans, Inigo’s dreams are shared by hundreds of millions–and a religion, the
Living Dream, is born, with Inigo as its prophet. But then he vanishes.
Suddenly there is a new wave of dreams. Dreams broadcast by an unknown
Second Dreamer serve as the inspiration for a massive Pilgrimage into the
Void. But there is a chance that by attempting to enter the Void, the pilgrims
will trigger a catastrophic expansion, an accelerated devourment phase that
will swallow up thousands of worlds. And thus begins a desperate race to find
Inigo and the mysterious Second Dreamer. Some seek to prevent the
Pilgrimage; others to speed its progress–while within the Void, a supreme
entity has turned its gaze, for the first time, outward. . . . BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from Peter F. Hamilton's The Temporal Void.
A Quantum Murder: The Mandel Files 2 Peter F. Hamilton 1994-06-01 Dr
Edward Kitchener, a brilliant researcher into quantum cosmology for the Event
Horizon conglomerate ... but no good to anybody now, lying dead with his
lungs spread out on either side of his open chest. The security system at
Launde Abbey was premier-grade, yet a mercenary could still have got

through, and plenty of people anxious to stop Kitchener's work would pay the
killer's fee. But why would a professional waste time in ritually slaughtering the
target? Event Horizon needs to know fast, so Greg Mandel, psi-boosted exprivate eye, is enticed out of retirement to launch himself on a convoluted trail
involving confrontation with a past which - according to Kitchener's theories might never have happened. 'I cannot recommend this too highly' IAN
McDONALD 'Peter Hamilton manages a very neat trick, combining deft
scientific and social speculation with the page-turning appeal of the best
thrillers' TAD WILLIAMS
Judas Unchained Peter F. Hamilton 2006-02-28 WALL STREET JOURNAL
BESTSELLER • “An interstellar suspense thriller . . . sweeping in scope and
emotional range.”—San Antonio Express-News In the star-spanning
civilization known as the Intersolar Commonwealth, twenty-three planets have
fallen victim to the Prime, a technologically advanced alien species genetically
hardwired to exterminate all other forms of life. But the Prime is not the only
threat. The Starflyer, an alien with mind-control abilities impossible to detect or
resist, has secretly infiltrated the Commonwealth and is sabotaging the war
effort. Is the Starflyer an ally of the Prime, or has it orchestrated a fight to the

death between the two species for its own advantage? Caught between two
deadly enemies, the fractious Commonwealth must unite as never before. This
will be humanity’s finest hour—or its last gasp. Praise for Judas Unchained,
the sequel to Pandora’s Star “Bristles with the energy of golden age SF, but
the style and characterizations are polished and modern.”—SF Site “You’re in
for quite a ride.”—The Santa Fe New Mexican “The reader is left breathless in
amazement.”—SFRevu
The Mandel Files Peter F. Hamilton 2011 A Quantum Murder: A locked-room
mystery teaming Mandel with Event Horizon and its beautiful young owner,
Julia Evans.
Lost and Found Alan Dean Foster 2004-06-29 Ever since his classic debut,
The Tar-Aiym Krang, the first of the wildly successful Pip and Flinx adventures,
New York Times bestselling author Alan Dean Foster has captivated readers
around the world. Now this writer of bold imagination and stunning originality
has created an electrifying space epic set in a universe at once strangely
familiar and starkly terrifying. Familiar because the universe is ours; terrifying
because the human condition might soon be. . . . Not so long ago Marcus
Walker was just another young commodities trader in Chicago, working hard

and playing harder. But that’s all in the past, part of a life half forgotten—a
reality that vanished when he was attacked while camping and tossed aboard
a starship bound for deep space. Desperately, Walker searches for
explanations, only to realize he’s trapped in a horrifying nightmare that is all
too real. Instead of being a rich hotshot at the top of the food chain, Walker
discovers he’s just another amusing novelty, part of a cargo of “cute” aliens
from primitive planets—destined to be sold as pets to highly advanced
populations in “civilized” regions of the galaxy. Even if he weren’t constantly
watched by his captors, Walker has few options. After all, there is no escape
from a speeding starship. Another man might resign himself to the inevitable
and hope to be sold to a kindly owner, but not Walker. This former college
football star has plenty of American ingenuity and no intention of admitting
defeat, now or ever. In fact, he’s only just begun to fight. The adventure will
continue with two more novels
The Commonwealth Saga 2-Book Bundle Peter F. Hamilton 2014-07-15
Earning comparisons to such sci-fi/fantasy greats as Frank Herbert, Isaac
Asimov, and George R. R. Martin, Peter F. Hamilton is a one-of-a-kind voice in
space opera. His interstellar adventures are hugely ambitious, wildly

entertaining, and philosophically stimulating. Now Hamilton’s centuriesspanning Commonwealth Saga—the linked novels Pandora’s Star and Judas
Unchained—is available in one epic eBook bundle. Contains a thrilling preview
of Peter F. Hamilton’s upcoming novel, The Abyss Beyond Dreams, set in the
same universe as the Commonwealth Saga. PANDORA’S STAR JUDAS
UNCHAINED 2380. The Intersolar Commonwealth, a sphere of stars, contains
more than six hundred worlds interconnected by a web of transport “tunnels”
known as wormholes. At the farthest edge of the Commonwealth, astronomer
Dudley Bose observes the impossible: over one thousand light-years away, a
star . . . disappears. Since the location is too distant to reach by wormhole, the
Second Chance, a faster-than-light starship commanded by Wilson Kime, a
five-times-rejuvenated ex-NASA pilot, is dispatched to learn what has occurred
and whether it represents a threat. Opposed to the mission are the Guardians
of Selfhood. Shortly after the journey begins, Kime wonders if the crew of the
Second Chance has been infiltrated. But soon enough he will have other
worries. Halfway across the galaxy, something truly incredible is waiting: a
deadly discovery whose unleashing will threaten to destroy the
Commonwealth . . . and humanity itself. Praise for the Commonwealth Saga

Pandora’s Star “Should be high on everyone’s reading list . . . You won’t be
able to put it down.”—Nancy Pearl, NPR “An imaginative and stunning tale of
the perfect future threatened . . . a book of epic proportions not unlike Frank
Herbert’s Dune or Isaac Asimov’s Foundation trilogy.”—SFRevu
“Recommended . . . A large cast of characters, each with his own story, brings
depth and variety to this far-future saga.”—Library Journal Judas Unchained
“An interstellar suspense thriller . . . sweeping in scope and emotional
range.”—San Antonio Express-News “Hamilton tackles SF the way George R.
R. Martin is tackling fantasy. . . . There’s a sense of wonder here that’s truly
unchained.”—SF Reviews “Richly satisfying . . . wonderfully imagined . . .
Hamilton adroitly leaps from the struggles of one engaging, quirky character to
another.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Countdown 1945 Chris Wallace 2020-06-09 The #1 national bestselling
“riveting” (The New York Times), “propulsive” (Time) behind-the-scenes
account “that reads like a tense thriller” (The Washington Post) of the 116 days
leading up to the American attack on Hiroshima by veteran journalist and
anchor of Fox News Sunday, Chris Wallace. April 12, 1945: After years of
bloody conflict in Europe and the Pacific, America is stunned by news of

President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s death. In an instant, Vice President Harry
Truman, who has been kept out of war planning and knows nothing of the topsecret Manhattan Project to develop the world’s first atomic bomb, must
assume command of a nation at war on multiple continents—and confront one
of the most consequential decisions in history. Countdown 1945 tells the
gripping true story of the turbulent days, weeks, and months to follow, leading
up to August 6, 1945, when Truman gives the order to drop the bomb on
Hiroshima. In Countdown 1945, Chris Wallace, the veteran journalist and
anchor of Fox News Sunday, takes readers inside the minds of the iconic and
elusive figures who join the quest for the bomb, each for different reasons: the
legendary Albert Einstein, who eventually calls his vocal support for the atomic
bomb “the one great mistake in my life”; lead researcher J. Robert “Oppie”
Oppenheimer and the Soviet spies who secretly infiltrate his team; the fiercely
competitive pilots of the plane selected to drop the bomb; and many more.
Perhaps most of all, Countdown 1945 is the story of an untested new
president confronting a decision that he knows will change the world forever.
But more than a book about the atomic bomb, Countdown 1945 is also an
unforgettable account of the lives of ordinary American and Japanese civilians

in wartime—from “Calutron Girls” like Ruth Sisson in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
to ten-year-old Hiroshima resident Hideko Tamura, who survives the blast at
ground zero but loses her mother and later immigrates to the United States,
where she lives to this day—as well as American soldiers fighting in the
Pacific, waiting in fear for the order to launch a possible invasion of Japan.
Told with vigor, intelligence, and humanity, Countdown 1945 is the definitive
account of one of the most significant moments in history.
Eversion Alastair Reynolds 2022-08-02 From the master of the space opera
comes a dark, mind-bending adventure spread across time and space, where
Doctor Silas Coade is tasked with keeping his crew safe as they adventure
across the galaxy in search of a mysterious artifact. In the 1800s, a sailing ship
crashes off the coast of Norway. In the 1900s, a Zepellin explores an icy
canyon in Antarctica. In the far future, a spaceship sets out for an alien artifact.
Each excursion goes horribly wrong. And on every journey, Dr. Silas Coade is
the physician, but only Silas seems to realize that these events keep repeating
themselves. And it's up to him to figure out why and how. And how to stop it all

from happening again.
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